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Workloads: Balanced vs. Unbalanced
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Advantages

• Memory and cache locality

• Reduced bus traffic

• Increased parallelism through elimination
Drawbacks

• Communication cost between clients and server thread
  o Insignificant compared to the benefits

• Serializing otherwise parallel data structures
  o Parallelism through elimination

• Elimination opportunities decrease as workload more unbalanced
Open Questions

• Are there other data structures where we can use delegation and elimination?

• Are there data structures where direct access is much better?

• What can we do for those data structures?
Thank you! Questions?
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Flat Combining

4. Infrequently, new records are CASed by threads to head of list, and old ones are removed by combiner.

1. Thread writes request and spins on local record.

2. Thread acquires lock, becomes combiner, updates count.

3. Combiner traverses list, performs scanCombineApply().
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Sequential data structure
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Open Questions

- Performance
- Scalability
- Power